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ABSTRACT 

The objective of this study is to analyze and compare the mass transportation 

systems in the cities of Lubbock, United States of America and Hubli, India and to 

decipher what one can learn from the other. The cities of Lubbock and Hubli are 

considered for the study because both are educational centers whose areas are 

comparable. 

Mass transportation is a significant component that serves the travel needs in most 

of the cities throughout the world. However, the usage of mass transportation systems is 

relatively high in developing countries, such as India, where the majority of the 

population cannot afford to own a car. The analysis presented in the thesis addresses the 

reasons why there is a large demand for mass transportation in Hubli, India and the lack 

of demand for mass transportation services provided by Citibus, Lubbock. 

The study takes into account two mass transportation service providers, Citibus, 

Lubbock and Kamataka Road Transportation Corporation (KSRTC), Hubli. The working 

systems of these two service providers are compared in terms of routes, financial 

performance and the services provided. Finally, recommendations provided are based on 

what one system can leam from the other with the aim of providing a sustainable mass 

transportation system. 
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CHAPTER I 

AN OVERVIEW OF MASS TRASPORTATION SYSTEMS 

m JNDIA AND UNITED STATES 

The progress of transportation in any age is determined largely by the 

circumstances of its technology, economics, and the environment. The soil in which it is 

rooted, the surroundings from which it draws the materials of its life, the location, shape 

and size of its communities— all have a strong determining influence upon its growth. 

The intense activity of the people, the cultural, commercial, and social pressures under 

which they live, their enthusiastic interest in mobility—all these agencies have had a 

powerful influence in operating the position, which the transportation all over the world 

assumes today. Also, these aspects reflect why many mass—transit systems today do not 

work optimally.^ 

Today the automobile offers the greatest freedom for mobility and it provides 

society with the means for an active way of life. In general, the increased use of 

automobiles leads to the decline of effective use of public transportation. 

Many factors influence public transportation trends around the world. Some of 

these include culture of the place, the number of mass transportation providers, and 

benefits of the services of mass transportation. The objective of this study is to analyze 

the mass transportation trends in the cities of Lubbock, United States of America and 

^ Essays on Urban Transportation, Homepage, 
http://www.nhc.rtp.nc.us:8080/tserve/nattrans/ntuseland/essavs/roads.htm ; Internet, accessed January, 
2004. 

http://www.nhc.rtp.nc.us:8080/tserve/nattrans/ntuseland/essavs/roads.htm


Hubli, India and to give recommendations as to what one mass—transit system can leam 

from the other. 

1.1 Mass Transportation 

Mass transportation includes all vehicle services designed to transport customers 

on local and regional routes. These services include private and public buses, 

trolleybuses, carpooling, heavy and light rail, commuter rail, automated guide way 

transit, cable cars, monorails, and ferryboats. 

There are a lot of benefits one can derive from the mass transportation in any part of 

the world, irrespective of the country of operation. The benefits are as follows: 

• Mass transportation provides personal mobility and freedom. 

• Mass transportation is an immediate means of helping the environment and 

conserving energy. 

• In developing countries, like India, most of the people benefit by the mass transit 

systems, as it is affordable when compared to the costs of gas, parking, and auto 

maintenance to the costs of a bus or train pass. 

• Mass transportation helps relieve traffic congestion, reducing hours of delay in 

major travel corridors. 

• Mass transportation is an essential part of a balanced transportation system that 

includes buses, trains, walkways, bicycle paths, air service, and highways, giving 

Americans choices of how to get from place to place. 

^Ray, A. "Major issues on private participation in passenger transport and infrastructure", Indian Journal of 
Transportation Management, 2000. 



• Mass transportation helps create strong neighborhoods, a clean environment, and 

a prosperous economy. 

A sustainable mass transport system must meet the mobility and accessibility 

needs of people by providing safe modes of transportation. This is a complex and 

difficult task in the mega-cities of developing countries, because the needs of people 

belonging to various income groups are not only different but also often conflicting in 

nature. For example, if a large section of the population cannot afford to use motorized 

transport, private vehicles or public buses, they have to either walk to their place of work 

or use bicycles. Providing a safe infrastmcture for cyclists and pedestrians means either 

physically segregating road space for cyclists and pedestrians from motorized traffic or, if 

that is not possible, reducing the speed of motorized traffic. Both measures imply 

restricting the mobility of car users to ensure the mobility of bicycle users. 

The transport and land-use pattems of cities in India are different from those in 

the West. Most of these cities can be classified as "low-cost strategy" cities. Compared to 

cities in the West, these cities consume less transport energy. High population densities, 

intensely mixed land use, short trip distances, and high proportions of pedestrians and 

non-motorized transport characterize these urban centers.^ Their transport and land-use 

pattems are so complicated by poverty that it becomes difficult to analyze their 

characteristics using the same indices as are used for cities in highly motorized countries. 

^Boarnet, Marlon, "Travel by design: the influence of urban form on travel ", Oxford University Press, 
2001. 



1.2 Comparisons of Modes of Transportation in United States and India 

There are several transportation options available to the people of the United 

States and India. Among them, commonly used modes of transportations include bicycle, 

cars, buses, trains and subways. The following section provides analysis of the above-

mentioned modes of transportation in India and the United States. 

1.2.1 Bicycles and Automobiles 

In the United States, one of the commonly used modes of transportation is a 

bicycle. Some school campuses, particularly in mral areas, are very large and most 

students use bicycles daily to commute to classes. School campuses in urban areas 

usually have numerous businesses, shops, restaurants, and entertainment options 

within relatively short distances, which are easily traveled by bicycle. If the school is 

located in a suburban area, one may find that there are fewer establishments within a 

short bicycle ride from the school. However, to travel longer distances, there are 

public buses and trains that will accommodate bicycles on board. "̂  

There is a widespread use of automobile in the United States. The automobile 

population is increasing twice as fast as the human population. This is because most 

urban growth is in suburban areas where subdivisions are laid out in ways that discourage 

public transit, cycling, and walking. The average distance driven each year is increasing. 

'* Bicycles and Transport in the United States, http://www.transalt.org/blueprint/chapter9/chapter9h.html; 
Internet, accessed January,2004. 

http://www.transalt.org/blueprint/chapter9/chapter9h.html


Automobiles have become the major source of transportation in all the cities in the 

United States.^ 

However, in India a large section of population either has to walk or cycle to their 

place of work. The large section consists of school students and the low-income 

households. It is the cost factor more than the convenience, which makes the people in 

India are forced to use this mode of transport. The most preferable modes of 

transportation other than the bus service are the bicycles or two wheelers like the 

motorbikes. ^ 

1.2.2 Buses 

Almost all cities in the United States provide very affordable bus service. 

Depending on the city, however, buses may or may not be very efficient and 

convenient. In a major city, it is easy to commute anywhere by bus. But in a small 

city or suburb, there will be fewer bus routes, and the service will be less frequent. 

Also, the hours of operation may be shorter. The mass transportation fleet in the 

United States is comprised of 129,000 vehicles in active services with the majority 

(58 percent) being buses.^ 

Buses are the popular and most effectively used transportation mode in India. 

Most of the cities, towns, and villages have considerably good bus transport systems 

Charles L. Sanford," Automobiles in American life," Troy, NY: Center for the Study of the Human 
Dimensions of Science and Technology, Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, 1976. 

^ Urban Transport and Environment, h»p://www.tcriin.org/urban/urban.htm ; Internet, accessed December, 
2003. 
^ "APTA," Facts on Public Transportation, Homepage, 
http://www.publictransportation.Org/facts/index.asp#Who ; Internet, accessed December, 2003 

http://www.tcriin.org/urban/urban.htm
http://www.publictransportation.Org/facts/index.asp%23Who


managed by the respective State Govemments. India has a population of 1,014,003,817 

and it is expected to grow at a rate of 3.11% every year.^ With the growth in population 

the demand for the public transportation also is increasing. Realizing they have a large 

captive ridership, Indian public operators fill their buses to the rafters. In bigger cities, the 

buses on average carry more passengers on a bus, which usually exceeds the average 

seating capacity. India now has more than 375,000 buses and 800,000 tmcks. About 40 

percent of bus transport is in the public sector. There are also unregulated bus services in 

q 

some cities as well as extensive suburban and intemrban and mral bus services. 

1.2.3 Trains and subways 

Many of the major cities in the United States provide mass transportation in the 

form of train service. The trains may mn above ground, below ground, or both. They are 

called by different names in different cities, such as metro, subway, rapid transit, and 

light rail. One of the essential factors, which contribute to the success of this mode of 

transportation, is the population density of the place that uses this service. Trains tend to 

mn more frequently than buses, and may have longer hours of operation. In most train 

systems one has to purchase a token or card before boarding. There are usually automated 

machines where one can purchase the cards. The price of the fare usually depends on the 

time of day and on the distance one is traveling. °̂ 

* "Population Statistics, India", Homepage, http://www.censusindia.net/data.html: Internet, accessed, 
December 2003. 
' Cars, Motor Vehicles and Automobiles in India, Homepage, http://www.indianchild.com/indian cars.htm: 
Internet, accessed, April 2003. 
°̂ Urban Transport Fact Book, http://www.publicpurpose.com/ut-crintl.pdf, Conmiuter Rail (Suburban 

Rail, Regional Rail) in the United States: International Context. 

http://www.censusindia.net/data.html
http://www.indianchild.com/indian
http://www.publicpurpose.com/ut-crintl.pdf


In India, the rail based system is called the (MRTS) Mass Rapid Transit System. 

It is capital intensive and has a long gestation period. Due to large population, the traffic 

on roads has a heterogeneous mix of cycles, scooters, buses, cars and rickshaws jostling 

with each other. The govemment of India in collaboration with many other private 

organizations has started the MRTS in various cities. This is slowly being implemented 

and showed positive results. When compared to the bus transportation, the use of MRTS 

is slightly expensive. Hence, it mostly serves the upper middle class section of the Indian 

population. *̂ 

'̂  Urban Transport and Environment, http://www.teriin.org/urban/urban.htm ; Internet, accessed December, 
2003. 

http://www.teriin.org/urban/urban.htm


CHAPTER n 

MASS TRANSIT SYSTEM IN HUBLI-DHARWAD 

2.1 Location 

The twin cities of Hubli-Dharwad are located at a distance of around 267 miles 

Bangalore the capital of Kamataka state, India. Situated on a tableland where the Westem 

and Eastem Ghat ranges converge into the Nilgiri hill complex, the State of Kamataka is 

confined roughly within 11.5 degree north and 18.5 degree North latitudes and 74 degree 

East and 78.5 degree East longitude, (see Figure 2.1) 

The State is bounded by Maharashtra and Goa States in the North and North

west; by the Arabian Sea in the West; by Kerala and Tamilnadu States in the South and 

by the State of Andhra Pradesh in the East. The State extends to about 466 miles from 

North to South and about 249miles from East to West, and covers an area of about 74050 

sq. miles. ̂ ^ 

2.2 Brief History 

The twin cities of Hubli-Dharwad are situated on the Northem part of Kamataka. 

(See Figure 2.1 for location of Kamataka State in India). Dharwad is the administrative 

capital of the Dharwad district and Hubli serves as the commercial center. Dharwad is a 

quiet, pleasant, and fast growing city in the northem part of Kamataka. Together with 

Dharwad, which is fifteen miles away, Hubli forms a twin city. There are many colleges 

'̂  Hubli, Our City, Homepage http://www.clickhubli.com/hubli.html, Internet, accessed January, 2004. 
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in the metropolitan area, making Hubli one of the prime university centers in the state of 

Kamataka. 

LOCATION OF KARNATAKA 
m INDIA 

ARABIAN SEA 

Map rtat to Seal* 

Copyright (c) Compar* infoba6« Pvt. Lid. 2001-02 

Figure 2.1. India Map showing the location of Kamataka State. 
Source: http://www.mapsofindia.com/maps/kamataka/hubli-map.htm 

http://www.mapsofindia.com/maps/kamataka/hubli-map.htm
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Figure 2.2. Location of Hubli, in Kamataka State. 
Source : http://www.mapsofindia.com/maps/kamataka/kamataka-travel-map.htm 

2.3 Contemporary Hubli-Dharwad 

The cities of Hubli and Dharwad, 13 miles (21 km) apart, were incorporated as 

one city in 1961. The population of these twin cities as per the 2002 census is 786,018. 

Out of which 48.70% (382,748) is the female population and 51.30% (403,270) is male 

population. The total area of the city is 78.134 square miles (202.28 sq. kilometers). 

There are 10,835 commercial establishments and 111,211 households in Hubli. 

10 

http://www.mapsofindia.com/maps/kamataka/kamataka-travel-map.htm


Hubli is known for its reputed educational institutions. It houses the Kamataka 

University, which caters to graduate and research students with over 18,112-student 

population. Kamataka University offers educational services to students just out of high 

school who aspire to make a career either in the arts or the sciences. S.D.M. Engineering 

College, a more recent addition to the list of educational institutions offers education in 

Engineering. Hubli has an Engineering college (B.V.B College of Engineering and 

Technology), the Kamataka Medical College and other institutions. The total number 

students in the city of Hubli is 28,756. 

Dharwad is the district administrative center for a rice and cotton-growing area. 

Hubli is a trade and transportation center, with cotton and silk factories, railway 

workshops, and a major newspaper industry. There are around eighteen major industries 

within and around the Hubli Dharwad cities. The cities have a good set up of the urban 

local body. The civic agencies provide the basic civic amenities in the city. 

The Engineering Department constmcts and maintains the basic amenities like the 

asphalt roads, metallic roads, formation of roads, storm water drains, culverts and 

bridges, underground drainage, footpaths, traffic circles, water supply, markets, street 

lighting, parks and garden providing the basic services for notified slums.^^ 

'̂  Hubli-Dharwad Municipal Corporation, Technical Study Report for the Fiscal Year 2001-2002. 
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Figure 2.3. Map of Hubli City. 
Source: http://www.mapsofindia.com/maps/kamataka/hubli-map.htm 

2.4 Transportation in Hubli Dharwad 

Local transportation in Hubli includes bicycles, cars, two wheelers, buses and 

closed-door auto-rickshaws (see Figure.2.1). Like many other Southem cities in India, 

two wheelers are the most preferred mode of transportation. 

12 
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Table 2.1. Vehicle Information of the city of Hubli (2001-2002) 

No. 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

Vehicle 

Cars 

Two Wheelers 

Jeep 

Auto Rickshaw 

K.S.R.T.C Buses 

Private Vehicles 

Tmcks 

Other 

Total 

Number 

12,868 

118,088 

1,166 

8,910 

5,219 

7,143 

6,947 

141,6107 

306,448 

Source: Road Transportation Office, Hubli, Kamataka. 

Hubli is connected by road to all major cities of Kamataka state and also to 

neighboring Maharashtra state and other South Indian cities. 

2.4.1 Vehicular Information 

Traditional transportation models are designed to handle a homogeneous mix of 

passenger cars, tmcks, and buses all moving at the same speed. In Hubli- Dharwad, cars, 

tmcks, and buses must compete for space with two- and three-wheel motorized vehicles, 

rickshaws, and handcarts. The total number of registered vehicles in the city of Hubli is 

13 
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306,448. The majority of the city's vehicles constitute the motor scooters and 

motorcycles, which accounts for 25,572 vehicles representing nearly 50 percent of 

registered vehicles, (see to Table 2.1) 

2.4.2 Road Pattem 

There is no lane system in most of the cities in India. It is a new feature, which 

has been introduced a few years ago. In the absence of lane system, the vehicles tend to 

move haphazardly creating a chaotic situation on roads. Such situation poses a 

considerable safety risk to the automobiles and the pedestrians (Refer Picture 2.1). 

Bicyclists, pedestrians, and motorcyclists make up more than 80 percent of Hubli's road 

fatalities. One third of the pedestrian fatalities involve Hubli's buses, which are vastly 

crowded. ̂ "̂  

^'^ Road Transportation Office, Hubli-Dharwad, Transportation Statistics for the Fiscal Year 2002. 
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Figure 2.4. Composition of Road Traffic 

Figure 2.5. Composition of Road Traffic 

15 



2.5 Kamataka State Road Transportation Corporation. 

2.5.1 Introduction 

Kamataka State Road Transportation Corporation (KSRTC) is the provider of 

transit services in the city of Hubli. KSRTC is an autonomous organization funded by the 

state of Kamataka. 

KSRTC was set up under the Road Transport Corporations Act 1950, in the year 

1961 with 1,792 buses and is wholly owned by the Govemment of Kamataka. Until 

August 1997, KSRTC was holding a fleet of 10,400 buses, operating about 9,500 

schedules.^^ In August 1997, KSRTC was divided and a new corporation for Bangalore 

Metropolitan Transport Corporation (BMTC) was carved out of KSRTC. The head 

quarter for KSRTC is in Hubli. 

20,000 passengers commute between Hubli and Dharwad on a daily basis. The 

primary users of K.S.R.T.C are the students and the low-income group workers. 

K.S.R.T.C makes a total of 440 trips in a day between Hubli and Dharwad. 

2.5.2 Information about the Routes and Passengers 

There are 106,000 passengers who travel within the city of Hubli. Since Hubli is an 

education center, students constitute the predominant group of passengers using the 

services of KSRTC. The city of Hubli is also a popular trade center, which has eighteen 

major industries. It attracts a number of people from the seven nearby counties, thereby 

creating demand for K.S.R.T.C's services. Considering the population of the city of 

'̂  "Karnataka State Road Transportation", Homepage 
http://www.bangaloreit.com/html/govtinformation/frms/ksrtcfrm.html; Internet, accessed January, 2004. 
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Hubli, KSRTC is providing reasonably good services to cater to the transit needs of its 

population. Out of the total city population of 786,018, the students' population (28,756) 

constitutes 3.65%. KSRTC provides transit services, which reach the nook and comer of 

the city of Hubli making mass transportation a very convenient mode of commuting for 

the passengers. It operates in 47 routes within the Hubli city with an average seating 

capacity of 42 per bus. KSRTC also caters to the needs of suburban passengers and the 

nearby counties by operating in 104 routes with an average seating capacity of 49 per 

bus. (see Table 2.2) 

Table 2.2. Total number of routes, buses and the seating capacity of buses operated by 

KSRTC in Hubli, suburbs and the nearby counties 

Within Hubli City 

Suburbs 

Nearby Counties 

Number of Routes 

47 

22 

82 

Number of Buses 

80 

34 

205 

Seating Capacity 

42 

42 

50 

Source: Excerpted from "Kamataka State Road Transportation", ridership and route 
statistics, http://www.bangaloreit.com/html/govtinformation/frms/ksrtcfrm.html: Intemet 

Each route operated by K.S.R.T.C. has one to twenty stops, depending on the 

length of the route. The distance between each stop is 1.24 miles (two kilometers). 

K.S.R.T.C. decides fares on per kilometer basis. Presentiy, it charges 23 paise (1 mpee = 

100 paise, 1USD=44 mpees) per kilometer. The minimum fare charged per stage is 

Rupees 1.50. K.S.R.T.C. doesn't have the facility of electronic fare box system, as a 

17 
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result of which, it requires the services of another employee for each bus, apart from the 

bus operator. At present, there are 1,000 employees working in Hubli division. 

2.5.3 Special services provided by KPSRTC 

• KSRTC offers special fee rebates to school and college students and for the 

handicapped people. One-third concession on the normal fares is given for 

monthly passengers on ordinary and express buses for general public. In addition 

to all the concessions, KSRTC offers college, school and primary school children 

with a concessioanal pass, which is valid for 10 months. 

• KSRTC gives subsidized travel passes with 50% discount on the fares to the 

performing artists recognized by the state of Kamataka. 

• KSRTC provides special passes to blind persons. Freedom fighters who 

participated in Indian national movement against the British colonization are also 

given special concessions. 

2.6. Financial Analvsis of KSRTC, Hubli's Operating Expenses and Revenues 

The following analysis is based on KSRTC s operating expenses and revenues for the 

financial year 2001-2002. 

The total operating revenues for the financial year 2001-2(X)2 are 4,768.5 million 

Rupees ($108.37 millions) and the non-operating revenues are 604.9 million mpees 

($13.75 millions). The total revenues generated by KPSRTC are 5373.48 millions 

($122.12 millions). On the other hand, the total expenditure incurred by KSRTC during 

the same period is 5256.3 million mpees ($ 119.46 million). The total profit generated by 

18 



KSRTC is 117.15 million mpees (2.66 miUion dollars) which makes KSRTC a very 

profitable organization, (see Table 2.3) 

The components of operating revenues constitute Revenue from passengers, 

contract service, passenger luggage, parcel services and postal mail services. The non-

operating revenues include advertising, rents, miscellaneous receipts and travel 

concession subsidy from the Govemment of Kamataka. The operating expenses include 

the amount spent for reconditioning of passenger buses, diesel, license and tax, pension 

and gratitude while the non-operating expenses include the general administrative 

expenses and the general charges such as advertising and publicity, telephone etc. 

Table 2.3. Components of KSRTC, Hubli's Operating Expenses and Revenues for the 

FY2001-2002 

Component 

Operating Revenues 

Non-Operating Revenues 

Total Revenue 

Operating Expenditure 

Non Operating Expenditure 

Total Expenditure 

Total Profit 

Amount (Rupees in Lakhs) 

(Conversion: 1 USD = 44 Indian Rupees) 

47685.75 (108.37 milhon dollars) 

6049.03 (13.74 million dollars) 

53734.78 (122.12 million dollars) 

49982.97 (113.6 million dollars) 

2580.27 ( 5.86 million dollars) 

52563.24 (119.46 million) 

1171.54 (2.66 miUion dollars) 

19 



Figure 2.6. Financial Performance of KSRTC for the FY 2001-1002 

nnancial Performance of KSm"C for the FY 2001-2002($ 
millions) 
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Q Total Income 
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CHAPTER ni 

MASS TRANSIT SYSTEM IN LUBBOCK 

3.1 Location 

Lubbock, Texas (33°35' N, 10r5rW) is located in northwest Texas. Considered 

to be at the center of the South Plains, the area is located between the Permian Basin to 

the south and the Texas Panhandle to the north. Lubbock's official elevation is 3,256 

feet.^^(SeeMap3.1) 

3.2 History of Lubbock 

The history dates back to August 21, 1876 when Lubbock County was formed by 

an act of legislation in Austin that divided Bexar County, which included parts of 

Northwest Texas and the South Plains into forty-eight counties. One of the newly formed 

counties, know as Lubbock County, was named after Tom S. Lubbock, a former Texas 

Ranger, Confederate Officer and brother of Francis R. Lubbock, Civil War Govemor of 

Texas. At its creation, Lubbock County was attached to Baylor County and remained an 

appendage of that County until the organization of Crosby County in 1887. The 

settlement that is the present-day city of Lubbock was not formed until late 1890. Two 

settlements within the county. Old Lubbock and Monterey, were combined to form the 

settlement of Lubbock. During the following year, the settlement of Lubbock was named 

the county seat for Lubbock County. The city was incorporated on March 16, 1909. 

*̂  Lubbock, Virtual City Government, Homepage, 
http://www.ci.lubbock.tx.us/our city/our city overview.asp: Intemet, accessed February, 2004. 
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The emergence of Lubbock as the hub city of south plains may be attributed to several 

developments. 
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Figure 3.1. Location of Lubbock, in the state of Texas 
Source: http://www.lib.utexas.edu/maps/texas.html 
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Figure 3.2. City of Lubbock 
Source: http://www.lubbockhospitality.net/map/index2.html 
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And Ranching Heritage Center 
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8. Texas Water Rampage 
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11. Lubbock Fine Arts Center 
12. Godbold Cultural Center 
13. Cap Rock Winerv & Llano Estacado Winery 
14. Buffalo Lakes 
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Lubbock's position as a railway center gave the city an initial burst of growth, 

attracting railroad workers with their families plus many early urban settiers. This 

development therefore accentuates the importance of transportation in the development of 

urban core. Not unlike the other cities around the country, the creation of a major 

educational institution, specifically Texas Technological College in the early 1920s, also 

serve to encourage the growth of the city. By 1940s Lubbock had become the leading 

urban center on the South Plains and the city had almost 32,000 people and as it entered 

1970s, Lubbock dominated the region economically and demographically. 

The overall development of Lubbock can be attributed to various aspects among 

which Transportation plays equally an important role. This aspect is discussed in this 

paper in the later sections.^^ 

3.3 Contemporary Lubbock 

According to 2002 demographic data from the city of Lubbock Planning 

Department, Anglo-Americans remain the overwhelming majority in terms of the city's 

ethnic component. In this regard Lubbock has changed little from its inception as 

predominantly white, ranching town on South Plains. Because the city of Lubbock is 

expanding in a south, southwestem direction, the CBD as well as the oldest historical 

neighborhoods are located in the northwestem part of the city. Chief amongst these and 

'̂  Lubbock, Virtual City Government, Homepage, 
http://www.ci.lubbock.tx.us/our city/our city overview.asp: Intemet, accessed Febmary, 2004. 
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perhaps most well known is the Overton neighborhood. Citibus is doing an exceptional 

job and contributed significantiy for the development of Lubbock. ̂ ^ 

3.4 Transportation in Lubbock 

Transportation is the movement of people and goods in the safest and most 

economical and energy efficient manner. It is the lifeline of the economy as people and 

goods travel across town, intrastate, and to different countries. Transportation affects the 

lives of every Lubbock citizen, whether one travels intemationally or walks to a local 

park; they use at least one of the many transportation facilities. There are varieties of 

ways to move people and goods including automobiles, mass transit, railways, airlines, 

pipelines, and bicycles and through the use of pedestrian facilities. 

Despite the population of approximately 202,000, Lubbock is not burdened with 

traffic problems. In fact, with the Lubbock area's wee-designed and accessible 

transportation infrastmcture, drivers will find locales easily. City streets crisscross the 

city on a grid thoroughfare system with numerical streets going east to west, while north-

south roads are in alphabetical order, Major locations within the city can be accessed 

easily with a circumferential highway - Loop 289 - that connects the main thoroughfares 

in all directions. ̂ ^ 

'* Lubbock, Virtual City Government, Homepage, 
http://www.ci.lubbock.tx.us/our city/our city overview.asp: Internet, accessed February, 2004. 

'̂  Lubbock, Transportation, Homepage, http://www.ci.lubbock.tx.us/departments/transport.asp : Internet, 
accessed Febmary, 2004. 
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3.5 Citibus 

3.5.1 Introduction 

Citibus is the mass transit provider for the City of Lubbock. Lubbock has had 

mass transportation since 1932, when the Lubbock Bus Company began operations. The 

company went through several owners, but in 1971 the City began to subsidize the 

system. Citibus is managed by McDonald Transit Associates, Inc. McDonald Transit 

associates, which is based in Fort Worth, Texas, manages sixteen properties across the 

United States.^^ 

Citibus is providing services to many Lubbock citizens who have no other means 

of transportation, such as students of Texas Tech University and the people without cars. 

As Lubbock continues to grow, maintaining an economical and efficient mass 

transportation system will become even more important. Federal legislation such as the 

Transportation Equity Act for the 21'^ Century (TEA 21)^^ the Americans with 

Disabilities Act and the Clean Air Act have made a tremendous impact on mass 

transportation 

^ "Citibus", Homepage, http://www.citibus.com/links.html: Intemet, accessed 22 January, 2004. 

21 "ŷ j>xA", Homepage, http://www.apta.com/research/stats/fedlaw/fta.cfm; Intemet, accessed Febmary, 
2004. 
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Table 3.1. Citibus ridership statistics FY 2001-2002 

Passengers 

Texas Tech University 

Fixed Routes 

CitiAccess 

Special Services 

Total 

FY 2001-2002 

4,401,429 

862,081 

70,972 

128,882 

5,463,364 

Passengers per day 

14,107 

2,763 

227 

413 

17,510 

Source: Excerpted from "Technical Study Report" Citibus, Lubbock, FY 2002-2003 

Mass transit in Lubbock has been a smaller component of the transportation system 

when compared to the same of other major metropolitan areas because of Lubbock's low 

population density, land use pattems and widespread automobile use. The total Ridership 

on Citibus was 17,510 passengers per day in 2002, out of which the ridership on Texas 

Tech Campus alone constitutes 80.56% of the total passengers (14,107 passengers per 

day). The ridership on the fixed route system represents 15.7% (2,763 passengers per 

day) of the total share and the rest of 3.73% (640 passengers per day) is accounted for by 

the Citi Access and Special Services. (See Table 3.1: Citibus ridership statistics FY 2001-

2002) 

The 2002 Census reported that 6.7% of the occupied housing units in Lubbock had 

no vehicle availability and out of which 0.9% used the mass transportation services to get 

to work. Citibus routes radiate throughout the city from a central location in the 

downtown area. Other services provided by Citibus include a demand-responsive service 
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for the elderly and handicapped, a shuttle system for Texas Tech University, and charter 

and subscription. 

3.5.2 Users of Citibus in Lubbock 

In Lubbock, the primary users of Citibus are the ones who usually don't own a 

vehicle. For instance, a student studying in Texas Tech University may not afford a car 

and in such case finds the Citibus services extremely useful in commuting from their 

home. The majority of the people using the services of Citibus are from West Lubbock, 

South-East Lubbock, Texas Tech University and X Fab, a company, which manufactures 

semi-conductors. 

3.5.3 Services 

Citibus provides three types of services. They include Fixed Route Service, 

CitiAccess (Para transit system), and Special Services. Citibus also provides evening 

services. The Citibus Evening Service is designed to meet the needs of both CitiAccess 

and fixed route passengers who are transit dependent and who would have no other 

means of transportation in the evenings. A majority of Evening Service passengers work 

at night and use the service for transportation to and from job sites. 

3.6. Fixed Route Service 

The services of Citibus cover 104 square miles and offer 12 routes that connect all 

parts of the city, (see Figure 3.2) Citibus offers a fixed-rout service covering the 
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majorityof the city, a demand-response service for persons with disabilities and special 

equipment. 

Figure 3.3. Service Area of Citibus 

Source: http://www.ci.lubbock.tx.us/AccessLBB/page30.html 

3.6.1. Route 1 - Dunbar Area 

Route 1 serves the northeast part of the city. It is one of the most ridden routs of 

the system. During the year 2002, a total of 63,320 passengers rode this route with an 

average of 5,276 per month. This route performs well at the system average in terms of 

the numbers of passengers per hour and passengers per mile. However, both measures 
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have decreased since 2002. The number of passengers per mile decreased from 1.10 in 

2002 to 1.01 in 2003, which represents a reduction of 8.2 percent. 

According to the information gathered during the on-board surveys, by the 

Citibus, the major weekday passenger origin and the destination locations are 

• Downtown Plaza 

• Project Intercept - E. 24̂ *' Street 

• E. 23'"* Street and Cedar 

• Juniper Drive 

The Downtown Transfer Plaza generates a high number of trip origins and 

destinations, indicating that many passengers of Route 1 are traveling to and from 

destinations on other routes within the system. 

3.6.2. Route 2 - East Broadway 

Route 2 serves the northeast part of the city. During FY 2002, a total of 56,190 

passengers rode the routes for a monthly average of 4,682 passengers. Later, during FY 

2003, there were 67,282 passengers on Route 2, which averages 5,606 passengers per 

month. The ridership on this route represented 6.7% of the total ridership of all the routes. 

During FY 2003 Route 2 experienced an increase in its ridership to 7.8%, which 

represents the second largest gain in the entire system. This route is one of the top three 

^̂  Lubbock; Federal Transit Administration Grants, Technical Study Report for the Fiscal Year 2003, Page 
no. 23. 
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routes in terms of passengers per mile and passengers per hour. The number of 

passengers has remained steady even with the shift to hourly service on weekdays and 

Saturdays. The Downtown Transfer Plaza generates a high number of passenger trips on 

Route 2, indicating that passengers from other parts of the route system are going to 

locations along Route 2. (See the map of Route 2 included in appendix) 

3.6.3. Route 3 - Tech Slide Road 

Route 3 serves downtown Lubbock, Texas Tech University, the medical district, 

and the South Plains Mall. It is currently part of a loop with Routes 4 and 9, and hooks 

with Routes 2 and 14. This route operates as an outbound route from Downtown Transfer 

Plaza to the South Plains Mall and as an inbound route-from the South Plains Mall to the 

Downtown Transfer Plaza. During FY 2002, a total of 98,637 passengers rode Route 2, 

an average of 8,220 passengers per month. In FY 2003, the ridership decreased slightly to 

98,423 or 8,202 passengers per month. The ridership on Route3 had increased by 11.3% 

in FY 2002 and 11.4% in FY 2003. Route 3 is the third-highest route in terms of 

percentage of system passengers.^^ There are shelters only at three locations on route 

three. 

^̂  "Technical Study Report"(Lubbock; Federal Transit Administration Grants, 2003), Page no. 23 
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3.6.4. Route 4 - 82"̂ ^ Street/ South Plains Mall 

Route 4 serves Wal-Mart on the South Loop and connects Route 3 and 9. It also 

hooks with Routes 1 and 7. In the past, the Route 4 provided services to the Women's 

Protective Service shelter and administrative offices. Due to the budget constraints that 

portion of the route was deleted in January 2003 and service to the shelter is now 

provided by route deviations as needed. 

In spite of the slight increase in ridership on Route 4, it is one of the weakest 

routes in the system, which accounts for 4.9% of the total system passengers in FY 2002 

and FY 2003. 

During FY 2002, Route 4 carried 41,344 passengers, which averages to 3,445 

passengers per month. In FY 2003, there was a 2.1% increase in the number of 

passengers taking the total number to 42,250. The monthly average for FY 2003 was 

3,520. 

According to the survey conducted by Citibus, major passenger origins on weekdays 

on the outbound Route 4 buses include: 

• Wal-Mart 

• Target 

• 82"̂ ^ and Slide 

• United Supermarket at 82"̂ ^ and Boston. 
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Outbound passenger destinations on Saturday were the same as weekdays, except that it 

included the area at Elgin and the Loop 289 access road as a significant destination. 

3.6.5. Route 5 - Boston/South Quaker 

Route 5 serves Texas Tech University, central Lubbock, and the Wal-Mart on 

south Loop 289. The route carried a total of 68,636 passengers in FY 2002, which 

averages to 5,719 a month. During FY 2003, there were 66,950 passengers on the route, 

which represents a monthly average of 5,579. There is a two percent decline in the rider 

ship in FY 2003 compared to that of FY 2002. For FY 2002, Route 5 represented 8.2% of 

the entire system's ridership. In FY 2003 the number decreased to 7.8%.̂ "* 

Due to low ridership and budget constraints, the service of Route 5 had to be 

decreased. This decrease in service resulted in high number of passenger boarding. 

According to the ridership statistics of Route 5, during the FY 2002, the average number 

of passengers per mile was 0.53. This statistic registered an increase in the following year 

to 0.67 representing a gain of 26%. Likewise, the number of passengers per hour 

increased from 9.03 in FY 2002 to 11.04 in FY 2003, an increase of 21%. Route 5 

operates in both inbound and outbound directions. The outbound bus travels from the 

Downtown Transfer Plaza to South plains Mall and the inbound bus travels from mall to 

the plaza. Route 5 is a part of a system that hooks with Routes 1 and 7. 

Vehicles registered in Lubbock District, http://www.dot.state.tx.us/lbb/default.htm?pg=:Stat^VR ; 
Internet, accessed Febmary, 2004. 
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Route 5 has one shelter, at Peoria and South Loop 289. There are bus benches on 

Route 5 at three locations on Boston Avenue as it has the highest number of passengers 

boarding along the Boston Avenue. This route also shares a shelter with other routes on 

comer of Broadway and Avenue M. 

3.6.6. Route 6 - Avenue H/ 50* Street Crosstown 

Route 6 serves downtown Lubbock, the portion of central Lubbock along 

Interstate 27, 50* street, and the South Plains Mall. It forms a loop with Routes 11 and 

12, and hooks with Route 2 and 14 at the Downtown Transfer Plaza. 

Route 6 carries the highest percentage of the entire system, at 12.6% in FY 2002 

and 12.5% in FY 2003. In terms of passenger numbers. Route 6 is the strongest route in 

the entire system. Route 6 carried a total of 105,992 passengers, a monthly average of 

8,832 during the FY 2002 and in FY 2003 this increased to 107,610. 

Route 6 has both inbound and outbound service traveling between the Downtown 

Transfer Plaza and South Plains Mall. On Saturday boarding on Route 6 is highest. The 

shelters for Route 6 are located at four stops. 

3.6.7. Route 7 - Guadalupe Area 

Route 7 serves north Lubbock, and destinations along the route include United 

Supermarket and Cavazos Junior School. During FY 2002, Route 7 carried a total of 
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39,518 passengers, an average of 3,293 passengers per month. An increase of 11.9% in 

FY 2003 resulted in a total of 44,223 passengers, or a monthly average of 3,685. 

In FY 2002, Route 7 represented 4.7% of the total system ridership. By FY2003 

the ridership had grown to 5.1%, which was the third largest gain of any route in the 

system. The route's FY 2002 performance was boosted substantially by its strong 

ridership during the first half of FY 2002, a level that it has not again reached. There are 

no shelters but there are benches in most of its stops. 

Ridership on Route 7 is impacted by two major construction projects. The first 

project is the redevelopment project known as Overton Park and the second one is 

Marsha Sharp Freeway project. Route 7 travels through Overton Park for one mile. This 

area is largely vacant at this time and is awaiting new construction. 

3.6.8. Route 9 - Avenue Q/ South University 

Route 9 serves the east-central portion of town. During the FY 2002, Route 9 

carried 96,993 passengers, or 8,082 passengers per month. In FY 2003, there was a very 

slight decrease to 96,62 Ipasesngers. In terms of overall ridership. Route 9 is the fourth 

strongest route in the entire system. 

Route 9 operates in both in and outbound directions; traveling out from the 

Downtown Transfer Plaza to the comer of 66 and University, and from 66 and 

University to Downtown Plaza. 

There are just two benches and three shelters on Route 9. 
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3.6.9. Route 11 - Frankford/ South Plains Mall 

Route 11 serves the West 4* Street Wal-Mart and the South Plains Mall. It 

duplicates service with Route 25 along portions of 19* street and Frankford Avenue. 

In FY 2002, there were 36,607 passengers on Route 11, an average of 3,050 per 

month. This slipped to 31,841 in FY 2003, a 13% decrease and an average of 2,653 

passengers per month. Route 11 is the least performing route in the system in terms of 

percentage of the overall system ridership. The ridership on this route was 4.4% in FY 

2002 and 3.7% in FY 2003. 

Route 11 operates inbound and outbound buses. According to the surveys, 

outbound Route 11 weekday passengers most frequently boarded the bus at Wal-Mart, 

the area around Wayland Plaza, and the South Plains Mall. 

Route 11 is a relatively new route, and carries very few passengers. There are no 

benches and shelters on this route, other than three at the Mall that it shares with Route 

3,4 and 6. 

Route 11 represents a least performing route. Citibus proposed service reductions 

to eliminate the lowest performing routes. The Lubbock Public Transit Advisory Board 

called a public hearing on November 8, 2002. After careful hearing from the public 

representatives, the City Council overtumed the Staff and Transit Board's 

recommendations and the Route 11 continued to be in the service. 
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3.6.10. Route 12 - Amett Benson/ 4* Street 

Route 12 combined with Route 8 in May 2001 to provide two-way route service 

through the Amett Benson neighborhood. Other areas serviced by Route 1 are the Texas 

Tech University Health Sciences Center, two locations of United Super Market, and the 

West 4* street Wal-Mart. During FY 2002, Route 12 carried a total of 105,314 

passengers, for a monthly average of 8,776. In FY 2003, a total of 105,346 passengers 

used the route. 

Route 12 is the second strongest route in the system in terms passengers boarding. 

With regards to percentage of overall system ridership. Route 12 ranks second, at 12.5% 

in FY 2002 and 12.3% in FY 2003. It is the longest route in the system. 

Route 12 operates in both inbound and outbound directions, traveling between the 

Downtown Transfer Plaza and Wal-Mart. The passengers of this route have the amenities 

like benches and shelters at major stops. 

3.6.11. Route 14 - Cherry Point 

Route 14 serves far northeast Lubbock and includes school day route deviation to 

Estacado High School. During FY 2002, there were 61,453 passengers on this route, but 

in FY 2003, there was a decrease to 59,519 passengers. As a percentage of overall fixed 

route ridership. Route 14 accounted for 7.3% in FY 2002 and 6.69% the following year. 
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Route 14 has benches located at the intersection of Parkway Drive and Martin 

Luther King Boulevard and at the intersection of North Redbud and East Colgate. There 

is only one shelter on this route. 

3.6.12. Route 25 - East/West Express 

This is the newest route in the system, having been added in May 2001. This route 

consists of two loops in alternating directions. In FY 2002, Route 25 carried 66,970 

passengers, for a monthly average of 5,580 passengers per month. In FY 2003, there was 

an increase in ridership to 83,454. This represents an increase of 24.6%, the biggest 

increase in the entire system. 

This is the only route that does not operate the traditional inbound and outbound 

system. Instead it travels the same route in opposite directions. Major locations where the 

passengers take this route are 

• Downtown Transfer Plaza 

• Texas Tech University 

• 19* and Peoria 

Route 25 has shown slow but steady increase in ridership. During FY 2003, 

information on the route and on the entire system was distributed to businesses along the 

route in an effort to boost ridership. The westem portion of the route, near Convergy, has 

already begun to be impacted by the constmction of the first phase of the Marsha Sharp 
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Freeway. Route pattems are subject to change depending upon constmction in the area. 

Route 25 has one shelter. 

3.6.13. Off-Campus Service 

There are two off-campus routes that serve a total of 13 apartment complexes and 

the 4̂  Street Wal-Mart. The on campus parts of the routes include stops at Holden Hall, 

the Student Union Building, and the Building Administration Building. From fall 2003, 

students were required to pay a mandatory fee to use off-campus bus services and Citibus 

on-campus service. The off-campus buses averages 2,232 passengers per day. 

3.7. Fixed Route Analvsis 

Citibus has set standard performance measures to identify and eliminate routes 

that don't conform to the set standards. The standard performance measures include the 

number of passengers, passengers per mile and the passengers per hour. The minimum 

acceptable performance for the criterion 'passengers per mile' and the 'passengers per 

hour' is 60% of the system average. System average is calculated by considering the total 

number of buses, passengers and the miles. Therefore, all the routes that perform below 

this standard are considered for elimination. The following routes were considered for 

elimination, as they did not conform to the set standards by Citibus. 

• Route 11 - Frankford/ South Plains Mall 

• Route 25 - East/West Express 
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• Route 4 - 82"^ Street/ South Plains Mall 

The following routes represent the best performing routes for the FY 2002. 

• Route 6 - Avenue H/ 50^ Street Crosstown 

• Route 9 - Avenue Q/ South University 

• Route 3 - Tech Slide Road 

3.8. Tie up with Texas Tech University 

In 1968, Texas Tech University approached the Lubbock Transit Corporation 

(now Citibus) for providing transit services on campus. Over the years, the service has 

grown with the rest of the campus. Changes over the years include the use of remote 

commuter lots, off campus shuttles, service to the north campus-Health Sciences Center 

area, etc. 

Citibus staff and the Tech Student Govemment Association reorganized the on 

campus schedules in 1986. The routes were simplified to a Red Route and a Green Route 

that ran in opposite directions and covered the main areas of the central campus. In the 

fall of 1997, apartment shuttles to West 4* and North Indiana were proposed and tried. 

The results were encouraging, with an average ridership of 3,000 trips per day. 

During the 1998-1999 and 1999-2000 academic years, Citibus provided free rides 

on the fixed route system to students who presented valid Tech ID card when boarding 

the bus. During the 1999-2000 academic year, Texas Tech students made approximately 

34,700 trips. For the year 2000-2001 academic year, Tech opted to not provide this 

service, and Citibus developed the Citibus U pass. This unlimited ride pass was sold for 
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25$ per semester to students enrolled not only at Tech, but also at south Plains College, 

Lubbock Christian University, or Wayland Baptist. From Fall 2003, a mandatory 

transportation fees of $3 per credit hour is being charged. 

3.9. Citi Access Service 

Citibus began providing paratransit services to the city of Lubbock on February 1, 

1977- The service has seen substantial growth and change since its inception. Careful 

monitoring of the service, strict compliance with eligibility guidelines, and consistent 

enforcement of CitiAcess policies has contributed to this stabilization. Because this 

service is extremely expensive to operate, careful controls were exercised to maintain the 

service within the budget. A shuttle service operating on the Texas Tech University 

campus Service is provided by 18 climate-controlled buses. The shuttle service begins at 

8 pm from Monday through Friday. 

3.9.I.Mobile Data Terminals 

In FY 2001, Citibus began the procurement process for mobile data terminals. 

This technology was designed to assist in scheduling trips and dispatching vehicles. In 

addition it eliminates the need for CitiAccess operators to maintain paper logs of their 

daily runs. All the necessary information is provided to the operator via terminals located 

in each van and required statistical information is automatically collected. Another 

benefit of this system is a reduction in the amount of radio traffic. New trips or cancelled 
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trips can be automatically updated in the system, eliminating the need for the dispatcher 

to use the radio to contact the operators to notify them of the changes. 

3.10. Financial Analvsis of Citibus, Lubbock Operating 

Expenses and Revenues 

The following analysis is based on Citibus's operating expenses and revenues for 

the financial year 2001-2002. 

The net operating expenses for the financial year 2001-2002 are $ 6,800,542 and 

the total operating revenues for the same year are $ 5,760,135. Citibus uses the city of 

Lubbock of money to make up for the rest of the funds. Out of the total revenues, the 

share of operating revenues from University student funds. Advertisements and the 

farebox and special services is $ 2,243,881 (38.95%) and the share of grant revenues is $ 

3,516,254 (61.05%). Out of the total grant revenues, the share of operating revenues from 

5307 federal funds is $ 2,790,059,which represents 80% of the total grant revenue. This 

statistic has an interesting implication on the working of Citibus. The operating revenue 

from the federal grants covers 40% of the total operating expenses for Citibus. In the 

absence of federal support, it becomes a huge burden for Citibus to amass a funding of 

such magnitude. The city of Lubbock contributed $ 1,040,407 (15.3%) of the total 

operating expenses.(see Table 3.2) 
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Table 3.2: Citibus's Operating Revenues and Expenses 

Components 

Total Operating Expenses 

Total Grant Revenues 

Operating Revenues from 5307 FED 

Grants 

Total City of Lubbock Money Used for 

Operating 

Total Operating Revenues 

FY 2001-2002 

Actual ($) 

6,800,542 

3,516,254 

2,790,059 

1,040,407 

2,243,881 

The operating revenues account for only one third of the total operating expenses 

for Citibus. Therefore, there is an imminent need for Citibus to generate additional 

revenues to compensate for the loss of federal funding. 

The following pie chart represents the share of various sources contributing to the 

total operating revenues of Citibus. 
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Figure 3.4. Sources of Citibus Operating Revenues 

Sources of Citibus Operating Revenues 

Total Crty of 
Lubbock Money 

15% 

Total Operatin 
ffevenues 

33% 

Total Grant 
Revenues 

52% 

Table 3.3: Components of Grant Revenues 

Grant Revenues 

Technical Studies 

Capital Maintenance (FED) 

5310 Funds (FED) 

ADA Capital 

JARC Funds 

Operating Assistance (FED) 

Operating Assistance(State) 

Total Grant Revenues 

FY 2001-2002 

Actual ($) 

123,145 

960,000 

6,195 

240,000 

200,000 

1,476,914 

500,000 

3,516,254 
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Table 3.4: Components of Operating Revenues 

Component 

University Student Funds 

Advertising/Route Guarantee 

Fare boxes/Special Services 

Total Operating Revenues 

FY2001-2002 Amount ($) 

1,050,727 

179,731 

1,013,423 

2,243,881 

3.10.1. Grants and Operation Revenues 

The Federal Law mandates Citibus "What to do and what not to do". There are several 

rules and regulations, which the Citibus has to abide. None of the Federal funds received 

can be used for operating assistance. 

The population for the City of Lubbock has grown at about 0.5% to 0.7% per year 

since the mid 1980's. Population in the year 2000 was 199,564 and the population for the 

City of Lubbock in 2002 was 202,000. According to the Federal Transit Act of 1998, if 

the population is greater than 200,000 no Federal money can be spent on the system 

operation. 

1998: The Federal Transit Act of 1998, Title m of the Transportation Equity Act for 
the 21st Century (TEA 21) extends the public transportation program through FY 
2003. TEA 21 retains and improves many provisions of ISTEA including the 
transportation planning process and flexible funding. The distribution of formula 
funds among sections 5307, 5310, and 5311 is revised. The definition of eligible uses 
of Urbanized Area Formula capital funds is expanded to include preventive 
maintenance and ADA related expenditures for all urbanized areas and to include 
operating expenditures for urbanized areas under 200,000 populations. 

25 "APTA", Homepage, http://www.apta.com/research/stats/fedlaw/fta.cfm; Intemet, accessed February, 
2004. 
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Under federal transportation regulations, transit agencies that serve populations of 

less than 200,000 are allowed to use federal funds to support the operations of their 

systems. According to US census 2002, the population of the Lubbock reached 202,000 

thereby making Citibus, Lubbock ineligible to receive federal funding any longer. Citibus 

now have to gather the additional financial resources to compensate for the lack of 

federal fiinding or cut down on the current operations. 

This has been a time of great turmoil for Citibus. Changes in how Federal funds may 

be spent and a serious budget crunch at City of Lubbock meant that Citibus had to 

propose and implement service reductions. 

When Texas Tech University experienced enrollment increases and loss of close-

in conmiuter parking lots, they teamed with Citibus to develop ways to meet increased 

demands for on campus bus transportation. Central to service expansion was the 

implementation of a dedicated transportation fee charged to students on a per- credit-

hour basis. The fee enabled Citibus and Tech, for the first time, to make long-range 

decisions regarding the future of campus transportation. 

The Transportation fee was collected beginning with the first summer session of 

2003. Though Tech service actually assists in securing more Federal funds with its 

service levels that are a factor in determining funding levels for cities over 200,000, these 

funds cannot be used on fixed routes. The additional federal grants received cannot be 

used for operating and maintenance of the fixed route systems. It is strictly restricted for 

the Texas Tech University on campus and off campus route operations. 
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3.10.2. Analysis of reasons for the lack of profitability of Citibus, Lubbock 

Based on the statistics of Citibus, Lubbock, it is observed that the operating 

expenses dominated the operating revenues for the financial year 2001-2002; the 

resulting losses are due to the fact that there is not enough number of passengers using 

the services of Citibus to achieve Break-Even point. When analyzing the reasons for the 

lack of passenger boarding, it is observed that Lubbock has limited number of people 

working in downtown as opposed to big cities where huge number of people travel from 

suburbs to downtown for work. While the parking fee is exorbitantly high in major cities, 

parking in downtown Lubbock is absolutely free. There are huge and vacant parking lots 

in the downtown of Lubbock. This enables people working in downtown Lubbock to use 

private modes of transportation, primarily cars instead of mass transportation services. 

Lubbock is a university town where majority of the people work in the Texas 

Tech University campus, where the university has its own parking. Citibus is providing 

special services to the Texas Tech University campus by running 32 buses in and around 

the Campus. 
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Figure 3.5. Parking lot of Civic Center, downtown, Lubbock 

3.10.3 City Councils Response to Citibus' Proposal of Service Reductions 

The Academic year 2002-2003 proved to be a tough year for Citibus, which had 

seen many changes in the route services. Both the State and the Federal govemment cut 

the budget. Because of the funding cuts, Citibus had to reduce service in order to 

maintain budget levels. These changes, while resulting in significant cost savings, were 

not enough, and in September 2002, a plan was proposed to reduce the service hours by 

22.6%. Following a public hearing, this plan was adopted by the board and was put into 

place on January 13*, 2003. 

Because Citibus' future funding was uncertain, Citibus staff made another 

recommendation for service reductions in the summer of 2003. This proposal was to 

eliminate the two lowest-performing routes in the system and eliminate all Saturday 
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service. Following two public hearings on this proposal, the Lubbock Public Transit 

Advisory Board accepted the staff recommendation for the service reductions. The City 

Council, who had the final action on the matter, received many citizen comments on the 

proposed reductions, and instead of accepting the recommendation from the Lubbock 

Public Transit Advisory Board, it directed Citibus to spend the remaining Federal 

operating funds during FY 2004, and to operate the current level of service without 

further service reduction. 

In making service reduction recommendations, three basic concepts were used: 

1. There would be no elimination of an entire route. 

2. The recommendations would be ones that would impact the fewest 

numbers of passengers. 

3. The highest performing routes in the system would not change. 

3.10.4. Impact of Serviced Reductions on Passengers and Revenues 

The service reductions make an impact on the passengers and will affect the fare 

box revenue that will be collected. With the year long reduced fare promotions and the 

recent change back to $1 base fare, which was $0.50, the passengers have experienced 

many changes. Ridership numbers are still in flux. The increase in base fare to $1 has 

resulted in fewer passengers. 

Projected Budget Savings 

Using the calculations from table of passenger loss, the following annual savings were 

estimated by Citibus. 
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Table 3.5. Projected budget savings 

Reduction of 19,000 hours of service 

Lost Revenues 

Total estimated savings 

Annual Savings 

( $ ) 

687,600 

96,550 

591,050 

The reduction of 19,000 hours of service would result in the elimination of 9 full-time 

operator positions. 

3.11. Summarv 

Citibus faced budget cuts from both the state and federal govemments. As a result 

of which some operational cuts have been made. These cuts include: 

1. Staff reductions 

2. Decreased employee benefits 

3. Higher rates for some services 

4. Service reductions. 

After reviewing the entire fixed route system, Citibus proposed additional changes. If the 

service changes are implemented as proposed, Citibus will save approximately $555,000 

per year. This breaks as follows: 
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Table 3.6. Estimated cost savings as result of proposed elimination of non performing 

routes 

Elimination of Route 11 

Elimination of Route 4 

Combining Route 7 and 12 

Elimination of Saturday fixed route service 

Elimination of Saturday CitiAccess service 

Estimated revenue loss 

Total 

Annual Savings 

38,600 

65,160 

22,680 

239,780 

188,780 

55,500 

499,500 

3.12. Resuh 

After hearing the staff's recommendations, the Lubbock Public Transit Advisory 

Board called for public hearings and the hearing date was set for Wednesday, June 25, 

2003. Prior to the hearings, Citibus distributed informational brochures to passengers, 

explaining the reasons behind the proposed cuts and giving information on how to 

contact the Lubbock City Council. 

Public hearings were well publicized and well attended. Over forty citizens gave 

comments to the Board. None of the citizens spoke in favor of the service reduction plan. 

Following all conmients, the Board made one modification to the reconmiendations that 

had been presented by their staff; they agreed to continue to provide Saturday CitiAccess 

service to dialysis patients. The rest of the recommendation was accepted as presented. 
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3.12.1. City Council Action 

At the July 1, 2003, meeting of the Lubbock City Council, several citizens spoke 

against the proposed service plan. After discussion among Council members, the motion 

was made to overturn the recommendation by Lubbock Public Transit Advisory Board. 

City Council directed Citibus to continue current service levels for FY 2004, and fiirther 

directed Citibus to use all remaining Federal operating funds in FY 2004. Council 

members stated that transit was a vital service to the citizens of Lubbock and voiced their 

confidence that changes in Federal Law would restore Citibus operating assistance before 

the beginning of FY 2005.^^ 

*̂ Road Transportation Office, Hubli-Dharwad, Transportation Statistics for the Fiscal Year 2002. 
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CHAPTER IV 

COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF PUBLIC TRANSPORTATION OF 

HUBLI AND LUBBOCK 

The objective of this chapter is to analyze and compare the mass transportation 

systems of Hubli and Lubbock. The cities chosen for the purpose of this research are 

Hubli and Lubbock. Based on all the data collected, the cities will be compared and 

analyzed in detail. Hubli and Lubbock are university towns and the areas of both places 

are approximately equal. These similarities form the basis for this comparative study on 

the mass transportation trends. The comparison is made according to three criteria to 

make recommendations. 

Mass transit in Lubbock has been a smaller component of the transportation 

system compared to that of other major cities because of Lubbock's low density of 

population, land use pattems and wide spread automobile use. These three criteria will be 

discussed and analyzed in detail for both Hubli and Lubbock in the following section. 

4.1. Usage of Automobile 

The automobile has been the greatest single influence in the development of 

cities. The character of our cities and also much of our lives can be described as a 

response to cars. The influences of car on cities are both positive and negative, making 

civilization's relationship to the car as a devil's bargain. The car has provided people 
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with unparalleled mobility and freedom, which are celebrated in popular culture, 

advertising and entertainment. Further, the personal mobility provided by automobile 

made cities less livable in many ways. The automobile has reduced personal connections 

with neighbors. '̂̂  (See Figure 4.1) 

Small cities, despite containing a lot of young population are not immune 

to these negative influences. Lubbock is no exception to such phenomenon. On the 

contrary, Hubli represents a city that has not yet fallen to the trap of "car". 

As in the rest of Texas and the Southwestem United States, the automobile is 

overwhelmingly preferred means of personal transportation in Lubbock. The 2000 census 

indicated that within the city of Lubbock, 80.3% of people commuted to work alone. The 

increased number of registered vehicles per capita also indicates the popularity of 

automobiles and other vehicles used for transportation. The number of registered 

automobiles in Lubbock for the year 2002 is 207,549, which outnumbers the population 

of Lubbock.^^ The increase in the usage of automobile necessitates more parking areas, 

which in turn creates highly non-conducive pedestrian friendly environment. Such a 

situation usually results in less demand for mass transportation services. 

Lubbock has historically had a comparatively young population, probably 

influenced most by the college enrollment. The young population in Lubbock also prefer 

to use a car instead of taking any means of mass transportation. (See Figure 4.2) For 

^̂  "Sustainable Cities, Concepts and Strategies for Eco -City Development" Bob Walter, Lois Arkin, 
Richard Crenshaw, 1992 

^̂  Vehicles registered in Lubbock District, http://www.dot.state.tx.us/lbb/default.htm?pg-Stat^VR ; 
Intemet, accessed February, 2004. 
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example, there was a demand for 15,764 parking lots for the year 2003, out of which 

the 11,748 were allotted for students. (See Table 4.1) 
F-*-

Figure 4.1. Composition of Traffic on Lubbock Roads 

Figure 4.2.Texas Tech University, Commuter Parking 

II 

1̂ 

29 Eric C. Crouch, interview by Kiran Bodapati, 13 April 2004, Lubbock, Texas. 
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Table 4.1. Summary of effective supply of parking, Texas Tech University 2003 

Reserved Employee 
Area Reserved Employee 
Residence Hall Student 

Commuter Student 
Visitor 
Total 

Inventory 

697 
3,219 
3,923 
6,289 
1,636 

15,764 

Supply 
Factor 

1.00 
0.95 
0.95 
0.90 
0.90 
0.94 

Effective Supply 

697 
3,058 
3,727 
5,660 
1,472 

14,818 

Hubli is a city with a population of 786,018 and the number of households is 

111,211. The number of registered vehicles in Hubli is 132,122, out of which 14,043 are 

cars and the rest of 118,088 are two wheelers. The ratio of the number of registered 

vehicles to the population is more than 100% in Lubbock, where as the ratio is 16.8% in 

Hubli. 

4.2 Comparative Analvsis According Land use Pattems 

'One of the axioms of transportation planning is that people do not like traveling. 

„30 and they only travel because of the benefits received at the destinations." An important 

corollary of this axiom is that, if joumey distances are short, then people are more likely 

to use 'green modes' of transportation (for example walk and biking) or even the mass 

transportation. As the joumey length increases, so does the likelihood that the car being 

used. 

The second corollary is that the solution is not really a transport one, but a land 

use and development one. If the housing, shopping, employment, recreation and other 

°̂ Boris S. Pushkarev and Jefferey M. Zupan, Public Transportation and Land Use Policy (Ontario: 
Fitzhenry and Whitesude Limited, 1977) 
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facilities are in close proximity to each other, then joumey length will be reduced as 

people have the opportunity to do things locally. This will maximize accessibility; and 

integrating both transport and planning, the number of people using the mass 

transportation will increase substantially. 

Urban designs and land use pattems influence the concentrations and locations of 

people and activities within a region and thus directiy lead to the type of public 

transportation technology that would be sustainable. The above-mentioned factors are the 

reasons as which contribute to the low levels of ridership of Citibus and the extensive use 

of automobile in Lubbock. 

The factors influencing the land use pattems, and there by affecting the demand for mass 

transportation services in Lubbock, are discussed below: 

4.2.1. Importance of Central Place 

Importance of central place is a regional planning strategy, which is a key element of 

urban design that influences the usage of mass transport system. The study of the city of 

Lubbock clearly proves that the above described activities; joumey lengths and the usage 

of mass transportation do have an adverse affect on people with respect to the use of mass 

transit systems. Lubbock's central place and the central business district are separated. 

Lubbock can be studied under four sectors^ ̂  

1. North East Sector: North of 34th Street and East of Indiana Avenue 

^̂  David Buckberry, Population and Economics 2002 update report, Lubbock Comprehensive Plan" (City 
of Lubbock City Council and Staff, June 2002), pg no. 14,, Planner, AICP. 
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2. South East Sector - South of 34th Street and East of Indiana 

3. North West Sector - North of 34th Street and West of Indiana Avenue 

4. South West Sector - South of 34th Street and West of Indiana Avenue 

The Central Business District is located in North east sector (North of 34th Street 

and East of Indiana Avenue). It has an employment base of over 12,000 people. 

Govemmental and financial services are concentrated in the Central Business District. 

Texas Tech University is located in this sector. Texas Tech has generally about 30,000 

students and employs about 4,000 people. 

The north east sector has been an area of historic population decline due to the 

1970 tomado destroyed several residential neighborhoods, residential displacement due 

to Interstate 27 constmction, and a lack of new residential constmction. 

Lubbock Intemation2d Airport is located in the northem part of this sector that 

limits residential constmction outside of Loop 289. Interstate 27 was completed in 1992. 

Interstate 27 should encourage some new conmiercial development generally associated 

with interstate highways such as hotels, restaurants, and service stations but the results 

are not as expected. . There is a relatively low level of commercial retail activity in this 

sector. 

Growth in Lubbock has been historically to the southwest. South Plains Malls is 

located in this sector. In the early 1970's this development correctly anticipated the 

growth direction and potential market for a regional (over 1 million square foot) center. 
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Once the South Plains Mall was successful it acted as a catalyst for further 

residential and conmiercial development. This sector is generally upper income 

residential and commercial development.^^ 

The cities of Hubli and Dharwad, 13 miles (21 km) apart, were incorporated as 

one city in 1961. Dharwad is the district administrative center for a rice- and cotton-

growing area. Hubli is a trade and transportation center, with cotton and silk factories, 

railway workshops, and a major newspaper industry. 

Hubli is not like any other planned city in India. Hubli-Dharwad is located in a 

predominantly mral region where agriculture is the principal economic activity due to the 

productive nature of the soils. The majority of population is comprised of farmers and 

agricultural labor. The city is basically divided as old Hubli and new Hubli. There are a 

lot of developments that took place after the city started growing commercially after the 

establishment of small-scale industries. 

In Hubli, downtown is the place where most of the commercial establishment was 

started in the past and the trend still continues. The headquarters of South Westem 

Railways is located in downtown Hubli. Proximity to the activity centers influenced the 

growth of residential settlements around downtown of Hubli. 

There are also a number of shopping centers, movie theatres that were constmcted 

around the downtown. As Hubli started growing commercially, a lot of farmers from the 

nearby villages migrated to Hubli. 

^̂  "Population and Economics 2002 update report, Lubbock Comprehensive Plan" (City of Lubbock City 
Council and Staff, June 2002), 14, David Buckberry, Planner, AICP. 
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The residential growth in Hubli is towards the "Vidhyanagar" area.(See the map 

2.3). This is where the B.V.B College of Engineering, Arts College, and High School and 

many other primary and secondary schools are located. 50% of the city's population is 

concentrated in this region. Most of the industries are located in the outskirts of the city. 

To sunmiarize, the population of Hubli is evenly distributed. 

People in Hubli travel short distances by foot or bicycle, while longer journeys are 

made by bus, rail or by personal automobiles. Life is centered on the locality in which 

one lives. All the facilities are available locally. The area of Keshwapur, (Refer to map of 

Hubli 2.3) where the South Westem Railways headquarters is located is considered to 

illustrate this point. This part of the city has its own shopping centers, grocery stores, 

residential blocks, housing quarters of the employees of South Westem Railway 

employees, schools, colleges, parks etc. The entire area is pedestrian friendly. People 

commute by buses, auto rickshaws and by personal automobiles, which comprise mostly 

of two wheelers. There is a lot of movement in groups rather than individual movement. 

Therefore, the mass transportation is more appealing with lower fares, more frequent and 

faster service, and better amenities. 

4.2.2 Regional Activity Centers and Development towards transit corridors 

The transit systems have to become a viable link between regional centers and the 

transit plazas through its services. Lubbock has its regional activity centers within the 

heart of the city. Most of them are situated around the Citibus's downtown transfer plaza. 

This should be advantageous to the Citibus because it allows more efficient use of the 

existing services and often does not impact the capital and operating resources. If one 

observes the Fixed Routes of the Citibus, the downtown plaza was generating highest 
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number of trip origins and destination; this indicates that most of the passengers are 

traveling to and from destinations within the system. All the activity centers like the 

Lubbock Public Library, Lubbock Civic Center Cactus Theatre, and Lubbock Depot 

District etc are located around the Citibus's transfer plaza. The mobility of people is 

missing around theses activity centers. There are no pedestrian paths along the transit 

corridors. 

Figure 4.3. Citibus Transfer Plaza 
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Figure 4.4. Hubli Bus Station 

Similarly, transit plaza in Hubli also has a lot of activity centers located around it 

such as movie theatres, shopping centers and major restaurants etc. The bus service in 

Hubli is better utilized than the one in Lubbock. There are certain design aspects, which 

fail to be addressed in a sustainable city planning. Most of the time in the United States, 

attention is paid on driveway locations and parking spaces for automobile. Pedestrians 

are forced to mingle with the vehicular traffic as they walk towards the parking lot and 

transit stop. 

The following aspects are followed in Hubli and are ignored in Lubbock, which 

create substantial difference in usage of transit systems. 

a. Giving Priority to Convenient Pedestrian Access: Locations within the pedestrian 

threshold that offer convenient walkways have become easily accessible to the transit 

system. 
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^' -Conmiercial and Offire Uses towards Public Streets: In Hubli, majority of the 

buildings are oriented towards the street rather than the parking lots. These are easily 

accessible to pedestrians and transit services. 

^' Mixed-Use Developments along Transit Corridors: Mixed-use projects increase on-site 

pedestrian activity. The more destinations and activities at a given point, the more 

desirable the location is, as a destination point for transit users. In Hubli, there are many 

commercial, residential and office building developments that are concentrated around 

the transfer plaza. The business district is located in the northeast sector and the main 

commercial development is towards the southwest. Had these been concentrated near the 

downtown transfer plaza along with the development of residential belt, there would have 

been some improvements in the transit system usage in Lubbock. 

4.3 Comparative Analvsis based in Population Densitv 

Mass transit in Lubbock has not gained much importance and not widely used due 

to low density of population. The population of Lubbock has grown at about 0.5% to 

0.7% per year since 1980's. The estimated population for the city of Lubbock in 2002 

was 202,000. Therefore the population growth is considerably low when compared to that 

of Hubli. This statistic is pertinent, because large concentrations of people are necessary 

to generate passengers for public transit system. In Lubbock, the population density is 

1756.521 people per square mile when compared to that of Hubli, which is 10059.87. 

Both Lubbock and Hubli differ in population densities on a large scale. This 

higher density of population in Hubli restrains the use of automobile and encourages the 

use of mass transportation. As the population density increases, the density of demand 
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(number of passengers boarding per unit area) also increases.^^ This is because there are 

more people present to make trips, and each person makes fewer trips by automobile. 

If the riderships of both Citibus and K.S.R.T.C are compared, one observes that it 

is 106,000 passengers in Hubli and 3,238 in Lubbock. 

The study of Lubbock's mass transportation provider (Citibus) clearly proves that 

higher densities are required for a sustainable mass transport system. There has to be 

sufficient population full range of services and facilities. 

^̂  Boris S. Pushkarev and Jefferey M. Zupan, Public Transportation and Land Use Policy (Ontario: 
Fitzhenry and Whitesude Limited, 1977) 
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CHAPTER V 

KSRTC, HUBLI AND CITIBUS, LUBBOCK; LESSONS TO BE 

LEARNT BY ONE MASS TRANSIT SYSTEM FROM THE OTHER 

The following section analyzes the determinants of extensive use of mass 

transportation system in Hubli, India, and the reasons for the lack of demand experienced 

by Citibus, Lubbock. The recommendations include what each mass transportation 

system can leam from the other one. 

5.1 Analvsis of the determinants of efficient use of 

Mass Transportation System in Hubli, India 

1. With more than billion people, India is the second most populated country in the 

world. Most of the Indian cities and towns are generally over populated. The 

population of the city of Hubli is 7, 86,018 and the population density is 10,059 

people per square mile. Therefore, the number of people requiring the services of 

mass transportation is usually large. 

2. According to 2002 estimates, the per capita income of India is $2600 and 25% of 

the total population is below poverty hne.̂ "̂  Such low-income levels affect the 

purchasing power of people and hence the number of people owning an 

automobile is relatively small. In addition to that, the ever increasing gasoline 

costs (approximately $3 per gallon of gasoline) make it much more difficult for an 

^ CIA, the world fact book online, http://www.cia.gov/cia/publications/factbook/geos/in.html; accessed 
April 2004. 
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automobile owner to maintain the vehicle. Therefore, purchasing an automobile is 

a huge decision for most of the families in India. 

3. Infrastmcture development in India is still in nascent stages. The roadway 

capacity in most of the cities is not sufficient enough to handle large number of 

automobiles. 

Because of the above-mentioned reasons, there is a high demand for mass 

transportation systems in most cities in India. The city of Hubli is no exception to this 

trend. In addition to the general public, the users of mass transportation in Hubli also 

include a number of college going students. All these factors make KSRTC, the mass 

transportation system in Hubli, a profitable organization. KSRTC is a govemment owned 

institution that receives constant financial support from the state of Kamataka. 

5.2 Analvsis of lack of demand and problems faced bv Citibus, Lubbock, United States 

1. The population of the city of Lubbock is 202,000 and the population density is 

1,756 people per square mile. The population of the city of Lubbock when 

compared to that of Hubli is very less. Hence, Lubbock will not have the same 

number of passengers using the mass transportation system as that of Hubli. 

2. According to 2002 estimates, the per capita income of the United States is 

$37,600.^^ The US has the largest and the most technologically powerful 

economy in the world. The purchasing power of the people is really high 

^̂  CIA, the world fact book online, http://www.cia.gov/cia/publications/factbook/geos/in.html; accessed 
April 2004. 
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compared to other economies. Hence, more and more families can afford to buy 

an automobile. Maintenance of an automobile is also an easier task as the price of 

gasoline is quite affordable. 

3. United States is one of the most infrastmcturally developed economies in the 

world. The roadway capacity, most of the time is good enough to handle large 

number of automobiles. 

As opposed to most of the US cities where there are large number of people 

working in downtown and where the mass transportation systems are in high demand, the 

mass transportation system in Lubbock suffers from lack of demand. Part of the problem 

can be attributed to the fact that free parking facility is available in downtown, which 

makes most of the employees to use private modes of transportation instead of using the 

facilities provided by Citibus. 

5.3 Lessons to be Leamed from One Another 

5.3.1 What can Citibus, Lubbock leam from KSRTC, Hubli 

1. Though Hubli is not a planned city, the layout of city, mobility of people and the 

location of all activity centers within a region are all supported by the public 

transportation offered by KSRTC. As mentioned earlier, population density is also 

higher compared to that of Lubbock. Therefore, the demand for mass 

transportation services is extremely high. Few changes in the urban design and 
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land use pattems of Lubbock could improve the demand for mass transportation 

usage.^^ 

a. Regional urban designs affect the location of and relationship between 

land uses. Modifying urban designs can substantially influence where 

people want to go and how accessible these places are by public 

transport^^ 

i. Land uses that are segregated, surrounded by walls or separated by 

other barriers, and dispersed throughout the region are difficult to 

serve by any mass transportation system. In such urban design, 

personal automobile is the most convenient mode of 

-JO 

transportation, 

ii. Mixed land use along a corridor with multiple access routes, can 

improve pedestrian circulation and access to transit services. In 

such cases, transit services can conveniently link people from one 

place to another, 

iii. The most important aspect is the convenient pedestrian access. 

Circuitous, roadways, meandering walkways, missing sidewalks 

are obstacles to pedestrians trying to access transit.^^ 

^Valerie N. Rosenkrantz, "Urban Designs towards sustainable public transportation systems ", Paper 
presented at the International Making Cities Livable Conference, Venice, Italy, 24 June 1992. 

^̂  Hanson, M. E., "Automobile Subsidies and Land Use, Estimates and Policy Responses," in Journal of the 
American Planning Association, winter 1992. 

Pushkarov, B. and J. Zupan, Public Transportation and Land Use Policy, A Regional Association Book, 
Indiana Press, 1977. 
^̂  Jacobs, Jane, " The death and Life of great American Cities, Vintage Books, New York, 1961. 
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The above recommendations are observed from the existing development 

pattems, which are currentiy working well for public transportation system like the 

KSRTC, Hubli. 

b. With the availability of financial resources, a significant increase in transit 

service levels and improvements in travel times will influence transit 

system usage to a certain practical level. 

c. Some measures to modify travel costs will result in increasing transit 

system usage. For example, increasing the cost of travel for other modes, 

such as gasoline prices and parking charges will definitely have an 

influencing effect on travel behavior. 

2. KSRTC in Hubh has done extensive marketing to create demand. KSRTC mns 

television advertisements publicizing its services such as discount passes to students, 

safety measures etc. Likewise, Citibus needs to create more avenues to tap unused market 

in Lubbock. Marketing strategies should be directed toward attracting that part of 

passenger market, which has not been using the services of Citibus. The marketing efforts 

should be concentrated towards building ridership and to build the concept of mass transit 

among policy makers and non-riders. 

3. The state of Kamataka provides constant financial support to KSRTC from its state's 

funds. KSRTC has considerable autonomy in making its plans and implementing 

policies. However, Citibus lacks autonomy in making decisions which are of strategic 

importance to its survival. The following case illustrates this point. Under federal 

transportation regulations, transit agencies that serve populations of less than 200,000 are 
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allowed to use federal funds to support the operations of their systems. According to US 

census 2002, the population of the Lubbock reached 202,000 thereby making Citibus, 

Lubbock ineligible to receive federal funding any longer. Citibus now have to gather the 

additional financial resources to compensate for the lack of federal funding or cut down 

on the current operations. It no longer has the luxury to operate in the same fashion as it 

did before. Hence, Citibus proposed to reduce staff, cut two routes (Route 11 and 4) 

completely, consolidate two more routes (Route 13 and 7), and completely suspend all 

Saturday fixed route and paratransit services. However, the city council not only rejected 

the proposal but also instmcted Citibus to retain all services and to use the financial year 

2004 to identify other resources to respond to the lack of funds. In such instances, the 

level autonomy granted to Citibus in making its decisions becomes cmcial in allowing 

Citibus to achieve self sustenance. 

5.4. What can KSRTC, Hubli leam from Citibus, Lubbock 

1. Despite the fact that Citibus is facing severe pressure to achieve self sustenance, 

there is no deterioration in the quality of the services offered. Citibus is a 

professionally mn organization, which is committed to the safe and efficient 

operation of all its bus services. On the other hand, though KSRTC operates in 

large number of routes, there is still a persistent problem with overcrowded buses, 

which in tum affects the quality of service offered to the passengers. KSRTC is a 

profitable organization and it should take substantial measures such as increasing 

the number of buses during the peak times in a day when more and more 

passengers require the services. 
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I. Citibus has a comprehensive system safety, security, and emergency preparedness 

plan and a part of it deals with personality safety awareness/ education programs 

for passengers and employees and community outreach. KSRTC needs to 

implement similar kinds of plans to increase the safety of transportation system in 

Hubli to minimize the number of road accidents. Pedestrians, bicyclists, and 

motorcyclists make up more than 80 percent of Hubli's road fatalities. One third 

of the pedestrian fatalities involve Hubli's buses. One of the primary reasons 

behind such casualties is the overcrowded buses. KSRTC should take measures to 

implement passenger awareness program to emphasize the importance of safety 

motorized and non-motorized users. 

3. Citibus is way ahead of KSRTC in terms of the computer technology used. 

Citibus has invested a sizeable amount of resources in providing computer 

equipment throughout its operations. Keeping up-to-date computer equipment 

enable staff resources to be used to their maximum, which in tum enables Citibus 

to provide higher levels of customer service, and to track resources. On the other 

hand, KSRTCs operations are still to a large extent paper based. Barring the top 

level management, lower level staff does not have access to computers. Though 

there is a lot of aversion on the part of the lower level staff, KSRTC needs to use 

technology to increase the productivity of their operations. 

4. Citibus uses mobile data terminals to schedule trips and dispatch vehicles. These 

terminals also eliminate the need for CitiAccess operators to maintain paper logs 

of their daily mns. The use of mobile data terminals brings in a lot of efficiency in 
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the operation of Citibus. Likewise, KSRTC will need to implement similar kind of 

technology to better schedule its operations and increase the efficiency. 

5. Citibus's vehicle technology is extremely advanced compared to the technology 

used by KSRTC. Fares are automatically collected using fare boxes. Head signs 

on the buses are programmed using laptop and GTI message write software. All 

buses and vans are equipped with two-way radios that use the city of Lubbock's 

radio system and towers. KSRTC doesn't possess any of the above mentioned 

vehicular technologies and will do better to acquire some of this technology to 

improve services to its customers. 

5.5. Recommendations for Citibus, Lubbock to increase ridership 

Citibus should make concerted efforts not only to build ridership but also to build 

support for the concept of mass transit among policy makers. The mass transportation 

system needs to evolve in coordination with urban design strategies and policy 

adjustments to travel costs to lead to a modal shift from personal automobiles to 

increased transit system usage. The following recommendations are made to increase the 

ridership of Citibus 

1. Parking controls, either in raising parking prices or reducing the amount of 

parking areas have to be exercised in downtown Lubbock to deter the use of 

privately owned vehicles and increase the demand for Citibus services. 

2. Measures should be taken to make Lubbock a pedestrian friendly city by creating 

sidewalks, pathways, bikeways, bus corridors etc. This allows safe and convenient 

access to transit stops and is especially important for bus service, which relies on 
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walk-on patrons. In addition to such measures, adding passenger amenities, 

constmcting bus shelters in the areas with high passenger counts would help more 

and more people to use the services of Citibus. 

3. Instead of depending on traditional mass media marketing that had been used in 

the past, Citibus needs to concentrate on niche marketing. The idea behind niche 

marketing is to spend marketing budget on people with the highest probability of 

riding the bus. For example, the target markets could be businesses, teens and 

seniors. Promotional marketing strategies aimed toward the above mentioned 

target markets could substantially increase the demand for Citibus services. 

4. To build support from the community, Citibus needs to increase awareness of 

how it can better the quality of life for Lubbock by providing important services 

such as: 

a. Service to transit dependent 

b. Mobility and accessibility for all citizens 

c. Congestion relief 

d. Cleaner air 

Creating such awareness would positively influence a number of people to use the 

services of Citibus. 
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